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1. RESULTS 
The Jacobson radicals of group algebras have received the attention of 
many authors over the years and several problems have remained unsolved. 
For example (see [#] and [.5]): 
If G is a group a& if F is a field of characteristic 0, is the group algebra FG 
semi-sinzple? (FG is semi-simple if its Jacobson radical J(FG) is triviahj 
It is known that FG is semi-simple in various special cases; for example, if 
(a) G is finite (Maschke’s Theorem); 
(b) G is abelian ([2], [3], or [S]); 
(c) G is residually finite ([a]); 
(d) G has an infinite cyclic direct factor ([3]); 
(e) G modulo its centre is locally finite ([7]); 
(f) F is not algebraic over the rational field Q ([I], [4]); 
(g) QG is semi-simple ([I]). 
There have been many other contributions to this problem. The purpose 
of the present work is to establish two main results. The first generalizes 
(b) above to the class of soluble groups and beyond. A corollary of the second 
generalizes (a), (bj, and (e). 
Let G be a group and let Q be a totally ordered set. A set 
of pairs of subgroups .& , VU of G is called a series of G if 
(i) V, 4 Ll, , all 0 E Q; 
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(ii) 4 d V, , whenever u < 7; 
(iii) G\l = u (&\V,). 
(rES 
If all the factors AD/V, are abelian, then (1) is called an abelian series of G. 
Kurosh [6] calls a group with an abelian series an SN-group. 
THEOREM A. Let G be an SN-group and let F be a jield of characteristic 0. 
Then FG is semi-simple. 
This result includes the case when G is soluble. The proof of Theorem A 
is valid for any group G in which every nontrivial finitely generated subgroup 
is different from its derived group. An SN-group has this property; it would 
be interesting to know if the converse is true. 
It is not immediately clear how to extend Theorem A to any larger class 
of groups, SN-groups being generally considered to constitute the largest 
class of “generalized soluble” groups. There is a theorem due to Wallace 
([S]) which is relevant, namely: 
Let G = N x M, where M is jinite, and let F be algebraically closed of 
characteristic p. If p f 0, suppose that p f 1 M (. Thaz J(FG) = (J(FN)) FG. 
However, our second main result generalizes this and gives a nontrivial 
extension of Theorem A. 
THEOREM B. Let G have a normal subgroup N of jinite index, and let F be a 
J;eld of characteristic p. I f  p # 0, suppose that p 7 1 G/N j. Then 
I f  F is any field, and if FH is semi-simple for each finitely generated 
subgroup H of a group G, then FG is semi-simple (see Lemma 1). Then 
Theorems A and B give 
THEOREM C. Let G be a locally$nite extension of an SN-group, and let F 
be a field of characteristic 0. Then FG is semi-simple. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We need two preliminary results. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be agroup, F a$eld, and let J = J(FG). YH is a subgroup 
of G, then J n FH < J(FH). 
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Proof. Let fgh ; X E A> be a right transversal to H in G containing the 
identity, say g, . Let cy E J nFH. Then there exists /3 E FG such that 
a + /ii + a/3 = 0. Write 
P =A~AeAgA, 
c 
where the On’s belong to FH and all but a finite number are 0. Now 
(1 + a) p = ---a~ E FH; that is &sA (1 + a) &g, EFH. Thus (1 f  CX) 8, = 0 
for all X jI 1. Therefore, since 1 + LY is a unit in FG, 8, = 0 for all X f  1. 
Then ,B E FH. Thus J n FH is an ideal of FH consisting of right quasi-regular 
elements. Hence J n FH < J(FH). 
The following is a special case of Theorem I of [I]. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be agroup, F a$eld, and 1etP be a separable e.vtension ofF. 
Then J(FG) oFP = J(FG OFF). In particular, FG is semi-simple if and only 
if FG is semi-simple. 
Proof of Theorem A. G is an S&--group; and by Lemma 2, we may 
suppose that F (of characteristic 0) is algebraically closed. 
Suppose, if possible, that FG is not semi-simple. Thus there exists an 
element x E J(FG), x f  0. Then uniquely 
x =ixigi, 
1 
where n 3 1, 0 #= &EF (1 < i < tr), and g, ,...,g, are distinct elements 
of G. Call n the length of x. Without loss of generality, suppose that g, = 1. 
Let II = (gi ; i = l,..., n), the group generated by g, ,..., g, . Then 
HE SN. 41~0 x E J(FH), by Lemma 1. There exists a series (fl, , V0 ; u E Qj 
of II with fl,/VO cyclic of prime order, for each CJ E Q. (Refine an abelian 
series with nontrivial factors.) Since II is finitely generated, H = A, , some 
w E Q. Let K = V, . Then H = <K, t), tP E K, p prime. Thus each element 
of FH is uniquely expressible in the form 
whereBiEI’K,O<i<p--l. 
Let p be a primitive pth root of unity in F. Then 
D-1 9-l 
4 : c eiti w c geiti 
0 0 
defines an automorphism of FH. Let gi = kitmr, ki E K, 0 < mi < p - I, 
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1 < i < 1~. So m, = 0, kr = 1. Since H = (gl ,..., g,), there exists an 
mi + 0, say mz f: 0. Now J(FH) is invariant under automorphisms of FH. 
Thus 
.wj = i ,$,Pkitm~ E J(FH). 
1 
Also 
,L?‘“x = i hiP~Pkitn’i E J(FH). 
1 
Therefore y = x4 - pmnx E J(FH), y  f  0 (since pm2 f  l), and y  has 
smaller length than x. 
It follows that there exists an SN-group, say M, and an element of length 1 
in J(FM). Clearly this is impossible, and our contradiction establishes the 
Theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We need the following. 
LEMMA 3. Let G have a frormal subgroup N of jinite index, and let F have 
characteristic p. If p f 0, suppose that p -Y j G/N j. Let V be an FG-module. 
So V is an FN-module, and suppose that, as such, V is a direct sum of &educible 
FN-submodules. Then every FG-submodule of V is FG-complemented in V. 
Proof. Let {gr ,...,g,> b e a transversal to N in G. Let W be an FG- 
submodule of V. Then W has an FN-complement in V, say U. So 
V = W @ U as FN-modules. Thus X : W + u w u, all u E U, defines an 
FN-monomorphism from V/W to V. I f  v  : V -+ V/W is the natural FG- 
homomorphism, then 
Av = id,,,, . 
Suppose that A, B are FG-modules, a: : 4 -+ B an FN-homomorphism. 
Define a map @(a) : A -+ B by 
@(a) : a b-~ i $ ((ag;') a) gi . 
Then @(a) is independent of the transversal (gr ,...,g,>, and therefore @(a) 
is an FG-homomorphism. Suppose C is an FG-module, /3 : B --+ C an 
FG-homomorphism. Then a(@) = @(a) /3. Thus @(hv) = id,,, = Q(h) V. 
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Since Q(X) is an FG-homomorphism, w’ = Im @(A) is an FG-submodule 
of 5/, and 
V = Kerv@Im@(h) = w@ I%” 
as FG-modules. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let I’ be an irreducible FG-module. If  0 # v  E V, 
then v(FG) = V. Let {g, ,..., gn} be a transversal to N in G. So 
FG = g,(FN) + a** + gn(FN). 
Therefore vgr ?..., vg,% generate V as an FN-module. Thus there exists a 
maximal FN-submodule S of V. Then T = Sgl n --* n Sg, is an FG- 
submodule of V, and so T = 0. Therefore if x E J(FN), then since V/Sg, 
is an irreducible FN-module, VX < Sgi, 1 < i < n. Thus Vx = 0 and 
s E J(FG). Therefore j(FG) > (J(FN))FG. 
Conversely, let U be an irreducible FN-module. Let UG = u’ gFN FG. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that g, = 1. Now 
and the U BFgi are irreducible FN-modules. Since UG is an FG-module, 
Lemma 3 says that UG is a direct sum of irreducible FG-submodules. There- 
fore if x E J(FG), then (UG) x=O.BL&X=C:B~~,,B~EFN.L~~~EU.SO 
(u @ 1) x = 0; th at is cy (z&J @gi = 0. Therefore uei = 0, 1 < i < w, 
and hence 7JBi = 0, 1 < i < n. Thus Bi E ](FN), and so 
I(.=) < (lWV)FG. 
This establishes the required equality. 
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